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ABSTRACT 

All companies have their own strategy about their corporate governance and the business 

ethics are now turning their focus towards gender diversity at the senior level of business. 

Some countries implement this cover by focusing the special requirement for women 

directors in their corporate governance. The main study lies on attention goes to section 

149(1) women directors and position of women in India companies act 2013 As far as 

Indian corporate governance is concerned the board diversity, they need to get adequate 

recognition, section 149(1) of the act makes it mandatory that every listed company should 

appoint a women director with in a year. When we discuss about women in corporate field 

first important area hit our mind is “glass ceiling” is transparent barrier in an 

organisation were women can face freely get promoted to the higher level in her company 

without any hurdles or male domination This paper will also analysis the need and position 

enjoyed by women under the companies act, 1956 and also identify the alike legislation 

enforced in an-other jurisdiction. 

Keyword: Women Directors, Comparative study, board of directors, companies Act 2013. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Women who spread over 48% of our complete populace were to be the most developed section 

of society, have now turned into the fundamental members in different social statuses. The life 

of an Indian lady resembled an all-around characterised masterplan2 Now women are the reason 

for all recognisable variation in the general public. 

Aimed at the growth of the nation at great harmony for women need to step up to the plate for 

the expansion and need to approach to work forward and to take part in their lifetime. In spite 

of being a noteworthy component of our general public Women are not treated equal and not 

given equal position as men there are not given any opportunity and resources to build up their 

abilities and convey what needs be as indicated by their own decisions. Discrimination based 

on gender character comprises of refinement, avoidance, requirements or inclination dependent 

                                                      
1 Student of Tamil Nadu National Law University, India. 
2 H.L. Kaila, women, work and family (Rawat Publications 1st ed. 2005) 
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on gender personality, which has the reason or outcome of debilitating equality under the 

watchful eye of the law or equal insurance of the laws or the acknowledgment, satisfaction or 

exercise of major opportunities on an equal source3 

The Companies Act of 2013 commanded a specific class of organisations to have something 

like one women director on board. SEBI, in compliance with the Companies Act 2013, made 

it mandatory to have no less than one women on board from October 2014. India isn't the main 

nation to do as such, numerous others countries officially executed such steps by acquainting 

quota with name female directors in a companies’ board appeared because of the investment 

of Women is the board which give more profit to the companies As per the most recent Report, 

the firms with a more female directors they have being facing higher financial execution. 

Specialists additionally trust those female directors give the best stimulus to change in the focus 

for a good execution and furthermore company with women-director’s planning all the more 

adequately with hazard. It prompts better profitability in the company4 

II. WHY WOMEN ON BOARD AND POSITION OF WOMEN IN INDIAN CORPORATE 

Different performs which were made in the earlier, for example, Sati, Child marriage, girl child 

murders, and so forth remind the evil treatment looked by women previously. These ill actions 

happening and practices can't be ended just by spreading awareness about women 

empowerment. Be that as it may, this can't be accomplished except if we influence her to think 

and make her to know her value about herself and the explanation for why she is on the earth. 

This should has some possible by designating and giving a different obligations as per this 

ability and performance by her hard work. 

Mentally, it tends to be established that the companies where women are employed, the 

environment is fulfilled with positive vibes through having more focused way of doing work 

as will as diversity in inventing new methods of exploiting new way of do work in shot period 

of given time with a better result. In the present suctions, it is the primary question for females 

business that what is the need for female ought to be placed in the working atmosphere, how 

they will be useful in the board. In what way nation like India has been always need to talk 

about female business and not bother to talk about men work. A main reason as indicated by 

my opinion is women are dependable in their work were ever in homes or in the workplace. In 

spite of the fact that of numerous duties they get educated, take difficulties to face the society 

                                                      
3 National Legal Services Authority v. Union of India and Ors. (2014) 5 S.C.C. 538, (2014). 
4 Dr. Rajesh Kumar Agrawal, A Study on Appointment of Women Directors by Companies in Mumbai, 

International Journal of Ethics in Engineering & Management Education ISSN: 2348-4748, Volume 2, Issue 10, 

October 2015. 
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and to compete with men. Today women have set up their performing various tasks capacities. 

Furthermore, they have been multitasking abilities they play many roles in the society they 

have been respected in the Indian corporate units they know their value. 

In India, the addressing to of the board of directors held by women is intense yet noteworthy. 

Women appear to be a good supervisor yet a poor stake with regards when it comes to the 

management of the board. Then, in present seen increasing of female cooperation in board and 

another top-level manager position is expanding at a perceptible rate. 

Now a days many companies brought new trend in corporate field more companies are 

appointing professional women director on boardroom and also appointing there family women 

member as a director of the companies according to SEBI regulation and rules set by the 

companies act 2013.5 For instance, Reliance Industries Limited accepted Nita Ambani, spouse 

of Chairman Mukesh Ambani, as an directors and different companies like Godfrey Phillips 

India (Bina Modi, spouse of K.K. Modi), Raymond (Nawaz Gautam Singhania, spouse of 

Gautam Singhania), Asian Paints (Amrita Amar Vakil) and Kirloskar Oil Engines (Gauri 

Kirloskar) additionally appointed their own relatives as directors so as to meet the requirements 

of the Act.6While appointing women directors they would be looking for the special and 

specific skill set while appointing them, the popular skill that every companies will look for is 

governance, human resource, finance and general management  

Pallavi Shroff, an executive  director on the board of automobile manufacture Maruti Suzuki 

India Ltd., Niharika Vohra independent director on the board of Zee excitement ventures Ltd., 

Rekha Shetty, a director on the board of Sun Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd., Ekta Kapoor, 

chairperson of Balaji generation Ltd., Arundhati Bhattacharyya CEO State Bank of India, 

Chanda Kochhar MD of ICICI Bank, are a portion of the instances of driving women who are 

completing a brilliant activity in their separate fields. They are also successfully running the 

companies according to the law given. 

III. APPOINTMENT OF WOMEN DIRECTOR AND WHAT IS THE REASON BEHIND 

NON- APPOINTMENT OF WOMEN DIRECTORS 

The Government of India has revered or introduced many different laws for the empowerment 

of women. The idea of 'diversity' in predominantly use to mention the expansion of various 

statistic group in the workplace. Women representation on the senior dimension of the working 

                                                      
5 Jyotindra dubey, companies turn to professional in search for women directors, Hindustantimes sep 19, 2018 
6 Press Trust of India, Nita Ambani Becomes First Woman Director on Reliance Board, The Economic Times, 

(Jun. 18, 2014) 
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atmosphere is much prominent talked issue the worldwide. The corporate world is presently 

getting more and more concerned about women and their cooperation participation in boards 

so as to make general equality. The progressive advance was taken by the legislature of India 

in regards to the company, which is enlisted under Companies Act 2013. The second stipulation 

of segment 149(1)7 of the companies act, 2013 makes it obligatory to appoint no less than one 

women executive in a company with in a one year after the introducing of the particular 

provision of section 149(1) of the companies 2013. Each and every other company who have 

paid share capital of one core will choose one-woman director with in a given time span of one 

year. 

 More ever the chance or a opportunity of women executive still to be filled, at that point, it 

will be filled by the board of directors within the given time of a three months.8 This 

arrangement has been embedded so as to guarantee that women get the reasonable opportunities 

to be appointed as directors in the company and to assurance gender diversity in the Board.9 

The principle purpose behind not appointing women executive in the board is the 

administration is male-dominated. There is no assurance for women protection in certain 

corporate companies Based on the rules issued by the Supreme Court in Vishaka10 Case, the 

Sexual Harassment of Women (Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal) Act, 2013 was instituted 

in the favour to keep women in a protected from any sort of sexual behaviour in there  Woking 

atmosphere. The Act orders the constitution of a Complaints Committee, which ought to be 

headed with a senior level woman to representative and at least half of the employees should 

be women in the committee so they put fourth the problem arising for women in their 

company’s11. Indian women has to overcome and they still have to develop their corporate 

knowledge to be appointed as director. As per the McKinsey report, the female interest rate is 

35 %, which is by all accounts one of the world's lowest cooperation of women in the corporate 

part 

IV. GLASS CEILING CONCEPT EXIST IN THE CORPORATE COMPANIES 
The glass ceiling concept must also taken into the consideration at this juncture. It is a particular 

kind of gender or racial inequality which refers to unseen and yet unbreakable barriers that 

                                                      
7 Companies Act 2013. 
8 Jahngir Ali Shamma and Kartik Gupta, Role of women directors in a company, the world journal on juristic 

polity ISSN:2394-5044 march,2017. 
9 Vaibhavi tadwalkar and Soundarya lahari vedula , representation of women on the board of directors under 

companies act 2013, 4, Christ university journal, 2015, pp 33-47. 
10 Vishaka & Ors. v. State of Rajasthan & Ors., A.I.R. 1997 S.C. 3011, 3016. 
11 The Sexual Harassment of Women (Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal) Act, 2013 §§ 4(2)(a) & 4(2)(c) 

proviso. 
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prevent women and minorities from reaching their designation or higher position in the 

organisation12 

Like Glass Ceiling, the term Glass Escalator is very much predominant in the corporate field, 

which means men are systematic faster than female leading industry, viz. Teaching and 

nursing, than women in a male-dominated industry. This shows that men are given more 

preference over a woman. Generally, there is a stereotype, that women are weak and cannot 

take managerial decisions wisely and hence, are not given the higher-level positions in the 

organisation. 

Barriers for women at type work place: 

 Discriminating on the basis of salary but they have same profession and same job 

profile  

 Due to the other responsibility like child birth and child rearing gives the it results to 

the focus upon the work and they lose their continuity in work flow  

India, has a lack of experienced and skilled women for director level is regularly informed as 

main default principle explanations is the male dominated in the Boards. The distinctive social 

obstacles that Indian women need to defeat to initiate a career expose why the possibility of 

having a really differing boardroom has at no other time appeared to be excessively 

conceivable.13 Huge numbers of the women who sit on boards are known as survivors. With 

the glass ceiling impact being an obstruction to the development of women in our nation, they 

have as of late made a section into senior administration posts. The object of the Companies 

Act 2013 is improved corporate administration, and women directors are relied upon to 

contribute as incentives in this process. For instant, women exhibit a majority rule 

administration style which supports inspiration and helps increases collaboration from the 

management 

Women additionally believes in the methodology of collaborative approach and by being great 

listeners they motivate participative decision-making, critical thinking and problem-solving. 

Women are viewed as proactive in anticipating or analysing the risk and issues that could 

emerge, and in this manner, help strengthen the board management risk. Women directors are 

effective in their own implementation of their policies and processes.14 

                                                      
12 U.S. Glass Ceiling Commission, Good for Business: Making Full Use of the Nation's Human Capital (Mar. 1, 

1995). 
13 Meenu Goyal& Jai Parkash, Women Entrepreneurship In India-Problems And Prospects 1(5) international 

journal of multidisciplinary research (Sep. 2011). 
14 Bhavani Balasubramanian, getting women on board, The Hindu Business Line, march 17,2017 
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V. JURISDICTION PROVISION IS MADE IN OTHER COUNTRIES IN WOMEN 

DIRECTORS. 

UNITED KINGDOM  

In UK there is no quotas for women on the board. Lord Davies has launched independent 

women director on board which has been commenced by the UK government on February 2011 

and he requested every other companies in UK list in the FTSE100 they has to aim at least 

minimum of 25% of female director on board on 2015, in another report FTSE350 every 

company should set their own target and expectation they need to achieve higher than the 

minimum.  

UK Financial Reporting council (FRC) report by Lord Davies', the distributed two revisions to 

the UK Corporate Administration Code to expect company to report every year on their 

boardroom meeting on the diversity strategy and to improve gender diversity in the board 

effectually  

The 30% club has been established the CEO of newton investment in the group of board 

committee member and chairmen to focus on the women in the UK corporate board.   It means 

to animate discussion and impact the political plan, give data and backing to executives looking 

to enhance their board, work with related group, such as, the Davies Committee, and track 

advance towards the objective of 30 percent of board to be women by 2015. In January 2014, 

the UK Professional Boards Forum discharged a report demonstrating that female presently 

make up 20% of FTSE 100 board, up from 17% nearly a year ago.  

The report proposes that the UK may achieve 25% by 2015, an objective set by the Mervyn 

Davies audit in 2011.The report on female on board discharged in March 2014 by the UK 

Department for Business, Innovation and Skills demonstrated that the representation of female 

on the board of FTSE 250 companies ascended from 12.5% in 2011 to 20.7% in 2014. The 

statement featured the advance made in position female on board and in newly opening the 

administrative position for women and also included about the challenges has to be reach the 

target by the originally 2011 Statement of 25% board depiction. The report found that as it 

were 25% then they claim the commitment on they're website and the data has been share on 

the success rate of 12%for women employment. 

UNITED STATES AMERICA 

In the United States, the SEC requires disclosure if the board has a diversity policy including 

gender diversity, yet there is no quota for women on boards or in senior management positions. 

The California Senate, in 2013, approved a main goal is to motivating and encouraging the 
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gender equal and gender diversity this is need to be followed in all companies in Californian 

to appointment one to three women director in a board of Directors before the finish of 2016, 

contingent upon the size of the Board.15 

The 30% Club in the US has a similar mission to the US 30% Percent Coalition, which 

additionally means to have 30% of board seats filled by female by the end of 2015. It is unclear 

as of now if the two group have worked together. 

 Pax Ellevate Global Women's Index Fund was propelled, It was June 2014, which tracks 

companies with a huge share of female as executives and in the management. The reserve is a 

joint exertion by the US socially responsible investing (SRI) subsidize Pax World and Ellevate 

Resource Management.  

An ongoing review by PWC's Centre for Board Governance in September 2014, titled 

Governance Trends Shaping the Board of the Future found that board gender assorted variety 

is viewed as very significant by 61% of female executives and just 32% of male chiefs. Just 

4% of female executives said that gender decent variety was not significant, while 20% of male 

chiefs felt along these lines.16 

SAUDI ARABIA  

The status of women right in Saudi Arabia were less than comparison to other women right in 

many other countries due to the strict law. As link India they don’t have rule regarding 

representation of women in the boardroom. Basic right also they don’t have in Saudi Arabia. 

Women were previously forbidden from voting in all elation and recently women voting right 

has been given in 2015.  

Terjesen and Singh 17 examine a few reasons behind the expanded consideration attention 

issues of gender imbalance and support the present of women in corporate sheets just as 

presenting amounts for female. first, the present statistic profile of the workforce also, the way 

that women are joining the labour force in expanding numbers and which presently most likely 

outnumber men. Second, the corporate outrages which caused changes to corporate governance  

laws with respect to the structures and the need to increase board divinity, including gender 

responsibility. Third, this circumstance has been influenced by an expanding extent of women 

                                                      
15 David A. Katz, Wachtell, Lipton, Rosen & Katz, Developments Regarding Gender Diversity on Public 

Boards, The Harvard law school forum on corporate governance and financial regulation(Nov. 12, 2013) 
16 https://www.icsi.edu/media/webmodules/companiesact2013/Gender%20Diversity-Latest20012015.pdf 
17 Terjesen, S., and Singh, V. (2008). Female Presence on Corporate Boards: A Multi-Country Study of 

Environmental Context. Journal of Business Ethics, 83(1), at 62. 
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in parliaments similar to the case in additional then 40 nations where shares for female have 

been presented. 

INDIA  

India has embraced an obligatory way to deal with gender diversity. Section 149(1) of the 

companies act, 2013 firm should be holding one women director. Rule 3 of the company's 

appointment and qualification of directors’ rules, 2014 gives such class of firm having a paid-

up share capital of Rs 100 crores or more or turnover of Rs 300 crore or more women directors 

might be agreed as official directors, non-executive directors or independent directors in the 

company. Diversity on board in India is right now in light of the fact in many companies don't 

have any female executive as of December 2014, just 8.9% of the directors at Indian 

organisations were women. Current position many companies don’t have women directors only 

8.9% of women directors in Indian companies were women are present 18 

Kotak committee report on corporate governance, 2018 

Independent women directors : there should be at least 1 independent women directors on 

the board of directors for the top 500 companies by market capitalisation by April 1,2019 they 

also mentioned that top 1,00 listed companies by April 1, 2020. In currently, every listed 

company is requested to have at least one women directors on the board of directors 

In the amendment is to conform that the women directors are independent as well. In the recent 

corporate era, most of the women directors are for the family member of the directors so they 

had authority over others   

independent directors   

Directors  4,494 

No. of directorship positions held  7,759 

Cessations till date  5,182 

 

 

                                                      
18 Rohini Pande & Deanna Ford, Gender Quotas and Female Leadership: A Review, Background paper for the 

world development report on gender (Apr. 07, 2011). 
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All directors   

Directors  10,185 

No. of directorship positions held  14,984 

 

Women directors   

No. of women directors   908 No. of independent  

directors        382       

No. of directors position held          1,228 No. of independent  directors position held   

590        

No. of listed companies without women directors 550 

VI. CONCLUSION 
I have given my opinion about appointing women directors in corporate companies It also 

notify that bigger corporate firms have appointed women as a director in their company 

following the companies act 2013 has made the provision that at least one women director has 

to appointed in the board. women has to be update according to the corporate level they should 

be well experienced and skilled person to be director of the company. Women should be there 

in the board discussion give protection to another women employee so that the employee will 

free to work in the workplace, mainly women safety in the workplace. The upcoming new 

companies can bring a change in the board directors. In many developing countries till now 

they don’t have quota for women in their board India is the first country with a statutory 

provision mandate. compared to Saudi Aribia India is much developed in all sectors we can be 

director in boardroom and US and UK are developed country they no need quota for women 

directors they have been implied. According to me there should be independent women 

directors in were company. There should not be one-board they should be give equal 

opportunity for both men and women there should not be gender diversity in the board. Now a 

days we can see the improvement in many companies following the provision and appointing 

women in their boardroom  
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